2010-11 Goals of the UHCC System Articulation Coordinators Committee
1. Promote initiatives and seek opportunities that foster a seamless transition for Hawai`i Department of Education (HDOE) high school students to enroll in University of Hawai`i Community College (UHCC) campuses.
2. Complete at least three DCAPS agreements.
3. Increase communication between HDOE and UHCC system level office and HDOE and UHCC discipline faculty through development and implementation of DCAPS agreements.
4. Serve as campus liaison on issues of articulation and CTE.

Roles and Responsibilities of Articulation Coordinators
1. Serve as campus contact person on dual credit opportunities, including but not limited to, DCAPS agreements and credit by articulation agreements.
2. Take lead in the development of specific DCAPS preparation (horizontal agreements and PCC meetings). See 7/13/10 notes.
3. Attend scheduled articulation coordinators’ meetings.
4. Disseminate articulation information to appropriate campus groups.